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MaturityMaturity
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Child Child –– develops an individual identitydevelops an individual identity

Needs:

Help to do Help to do 
what what 

he/she he/she 
does not does not 
feel like feel like 
doingdoing

Help sorting 
feelings, 

imaginations 
and reality

Feedback Feedback 
on guesses, on guesses, 

attempts attempts 
and failuresand failures

Be taught the family historyBe taught the family history
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Be taught the history of God’s family

Be taught the 
“big picturebig picture”

of life

Child Child –– develops an individual identitydevelops an individual identity

Tasks:

Take care of Take care of 
self self (one is (one is 

enough right enough right 
now)now)

Learn to ask 
for what she 
or he needs

Self expression
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Helping 
others 

understand 
you

Develop 
personal 

resources and 
talents

Learn to do 
“hard 

things”
Learn what 

satisfies

See self 
through the 

“eyes of 
heaven”

Taming the Nucleus Accumbens

• Cravings
• “I’m going to die”
• Fasting
• Jesus 40 days 
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And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, 
and in favor with God and and in favor with God and 
men.men.
Luke 2:52Luke 2:52

Children develop personal 
resources and talents

Still a Child 1

Flying Upside Down: Pseudo-maturity
•Very hard-working but has little enjoyment or satisfaction for his/her efforts
•Takes care of other’s needs but discounts or denies his/her own
•Often afraid of upsetting others and failing their expectations
•Can’t think in terms of personal satisfaction because s/he is focused on others
•In her/his view of reality s/he has no place for his/her feelings
•No mistakes are allowed for him/her
•Does not learn from experience except to try harder to avoid mistakes
•Perpetually gives and looks out for others 
•Feels guilty receiving

Gives In Order to 
Receive

• Those who love so they will 
be loved

• People who care so they will 
get cared-for

• Pseudo-mature 
• Codependent
• Afraid of what will happen 

if they don’t give

Still a Child 2

Flying Low: Obvious Immaturity
•Won’t do hard things
•Expects everyone to take his/her side
•Consumed with his/her personal needs but does not find satisfaction
•Does not trust or relate to others if his/her feelings are upset
•Does not learn anything from his/her experience except to distrust more 
people
•No mistakes allowed for others (unless s/he doesn’t care)
•Consumes when s/he wants 
•Untamed passions (untrained nucleus accumbens)
•Only does what s/he feels like doing
•Only looks out for him/herself

Receives but Doesn’t Give

• Afraid of missing out
• Always wants more
• Immature
• Consumer

Still a Child 3

Start with satisfaction

Satisfaction starts small: Learning satisfaction starts with 
noticing the small things. Children learn satisfaction from 
food, clothes, games and play. Children do not do huge 
projects for satisfaction. One classic error adults make is 
attempting to find satisfaction by doing something really 
big. Big projects usually blow up because they take too 
long to do, have too many things go wrong and the 
resulting satisfaction doesn’t last very long. 
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Still a Child 4

Start with satisfaction

• Learn satisfaction on things like:
• Which salad dressing is most satisfying? 
• What shirt is most satisfying at a social event? 
• What time is it most satisfying to get up or go to bed? 
• Which friends are most satisfying? 
• Of all the things in the day/evening/time with friends, 

what was the most satisfying and what was the least? 

MaturityMaturity


